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O (see fig.2)
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i .Introductiori.

Rolling and its associated phenomena is puzzling people already

for a long time. Its annoying effects became fully apparent when

the sails with thei stabilizir(g inflùence disappeared from

ocèangoing ships. It is inconvenient for paSsengers and crew, it

injures the economy of the ship and may even endanger its

safety, it prevents a stable platform for shootiñg of war-ships

or for scientific instruments or observations.

Observations made on board Dutch ships havé éhòwn that a speed

reduétio or a change of course was necessary in 2,9 percent of

the cases. From these casès one. quarter was caused by rolling,

partly ïn cobination with pitching. hen only changes iO course

are considered rolling even accounts for 55 percent Of the

cases. This demonstrates at the lee.st the, importance of

obtaining a better understanding of the events

But also some other facts require to concentrate the attention

on rolling. Neily intbduced vessels as containerships a.üd

roll-On-roll-off ships dérnand minimal motions for the prevention

Of. cargo da.thage with as little Stowing as possible. Further

fast and sharp ships sometimes seem to behave peculiarly in

quartering seas. xisting experience, as far as present, fails

to understand these phenomena. And last, but certainly not

least, the stabiLity and safety of many smàller ships is

strongly endangered by the waves and by the imposed motiotis

2.Formulation of the problem.

A ship at sea sails in eneal in the interface of two media and

is thereby subject to the influence of both the water and the

air envirothnent. Since the density of water is ±otighly a

thousand times as large as that of air it is clear that the
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p specific mass of water

longitudinal position of G forward of L

rolling thotion

'p yawing motion

dCL
coefficient; slope of the liftcoefficient curve vs.a

Summary.

From a general discussion of the ship motion problem the

assumptions are Specified under which calculations can be made. -

The mathematical model describing the coupled roll, sway and yaw

motions in regular waves of an arbitrary direction is

subsequently derived.

To créate higher roll damping the principles and the application

of controlled fins and roil-damping tanks is discussed.

Finally an example of the thêoréticãl approach illustrates

the effect of the värious phenomena involved. The effect of.a

roll-damping tank of the free surface type is approximately

iñcluded.
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explicit influence of air may be neglected for most problems.

Perhaps it is just the roïling motion which is an exception to

this rule in some cases.

The water waves at the surface are very irregular and

seemingly elusive for a description. Fortunately it has turned

out to be possible to think of any sea as a composition of a

lot of regular waves, each having its own length, height and

direction.. In this way statistical methods can be used to stu-

dy the irregular sea and irregular ship motions. This concept

implies linearity. That means that the contributions to a

certain motion caused by each separate wave may be superposed,

just as the waves themselves.

It also means that if the input-wave is increased twice, the

output-motion is doubled as well. In the "modern era" of sea-

keeping research a lot of attention has been paid to this

assumption of linearity and it has been proved to be sur-

prisingly correct, ànyway for engineering purposes. Again it

is rolling, however, where departures from linearity may shOw

to be important and where we have to be alert.

The general problem of a body moving in the surface of a

liquid is still not accësssibie for theoretical methods. It

is necessary to make some further assumptions about the nature

of the liquid. So we suppose the fluid to be ideal, that is

homogeneous, inviscid and free of surface tension. Fortunately

for water this idealization is not a serious limitation and it

has been proved that this approach is strikingly valuable for

ship motions inwaves, just as the linearity already mentioned.

As a matter of fact these assumptions are not fully unrelated.

If viscosity, for instance., would be of great influence then

linearity would also be impaired. So, after the statements
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above, it willj not be surprising to make once more a possible

exception for rolling, where viscous effects are clearly

perceptible in some cases, especially in roll damping.

Now we have reduced the problem to the harmonic oscillations

of a rigid body, moving at forward speed in the surface of an

ideal fluid. This p±'oblexn can b solved by á combinátion of

rigid body and classical fluid dynamics. But only in a strict-

ly numerical sense and with the aid of an iminerse computer,

which has only redently become available. This does not offer

much possibilities for gaining experience and insight in

actual problems and their improvement. Therefore analytical

methods, if need be approximate methods, remain of great

iniportance. -.

At the moment we look for a real engineer's solution, which

exhibits ail essential features correctly and is capable of

producing quantitative information to an acceptable degree of

accuracy. TO this end we make one further step. We simplify

the actual occurence from a three-dimensional to a series of

two-dimensional problems for each separate cross section of

the ship. This case is theoretically solvable. Next the re-

suits for the separate sections are combined by some form of

strip theory, if necessary modified to include special effects

such as forward speed, the presence of bilge keels, fins and

the like.

You see that we had to go a long way to make the problem

manageable. It is well possible that you are afraid that

what is left does not bear much relation to reality any more

and that results for practical applications obtained accor-

ding to these limes are only of academic interest. But that
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is not true as will be discussed further on. It is very useful

hozever,. to have a clear understanding of the assumptions ma-

de and of their possible consequences.

3. The two-dimensional case.

From the approach outlined above it .is clear th the two-

dimensional case of the motions of infinitely long cylinders

in beam waves is of primary importance. The three possible

motions are. swaying, heaving ai rolling. It is easily under-

stood that due to the symmetry of the ship's cross sect-ions

the vertical motion cannot influence the lateral motions.

Since at the moment we are only concerned with the latter

we shall restrict our attention to the case of coupled

swaying and rolling.

Suppose an arbitrary cross-seòtibn to have a transverse

translation and a rotation about the pointU O; see figure. 1.

The coordinate system On; is geometrically fixed with the

oÏ'igmn in the intersection of the waterline and the section's

centre line. Newton's laws. of dynamics present the equations

of motion as:

mfj = F (i)

M

The external force and moment depend on the fluid reactions

to the motion of the body and on the forces produced by the

incoming waves. In a general formulation they can be stated

tobe:

F = -a' b' ñ- a' - b' + Y'
yy yy yct y

Ñ : -a'- b' - c',P - .a'y9 - 6.mgtK'.

where a, b and o are suitably chosen coefficients and the

prithe denotes that they are to be taken per unit length.

Y' and K' are the transverse wave fôrce and the wave moment,
w - w - - -

also per unit length.

Swaying is defined as a translation of the céntre of gravity

and roll5g as a rotatioh about it. So the ultimate equations

òf motion have to be expressed in the coordinate system Gyz

(figure 1).

This is obtained by transforming:

TI
: y + OG. (3-)

MO: MG -

Substituting (3) into (2) and (1) the equation of motjox

become ultimately:

+ + {a'4i- Y',

(I + a'+ +

2 b'yy t 5.b'4,}q + {c'+ .mg}ct +

(a' +.a' }$+ {b' + .b' }y K'. t
yy 4,y yy w

Under the assumptions made in section 2 all of the quántities

in the equations (4) can be computed theoretically. To in-

vestigate the correctness of these computations and of the

formulation of the physical occurence in the equations (4)

(2)
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.The three-dimensional case.

For a ship three additional motions appear with respect t an

infinitely long cylinder, namely surge, pitch and yaw.

Again due to symmetry the motions in arbitrary oblique waves

can be split up into two groups:

surge, heave and pitch in the plane of symmetry and sway, roll

and yaw perpendicular to it. The two groups are nutually in-

dependent as can be shown easily and we willnly co'isidêr

the latter.

To proceed from the foregoing to thethree-dimensional case of

ship's hulls the hydrodynamic forces on each section separately

are added. This procedure is called strip theory.

295

(Ii p)+ + r

q + Py+

i- qp'' + P,137t

With p, q and r given by:

+ (-I..
xz

+

yY +(_I+ p)1. q1j, N
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w

F
)

j

(6)

verse force on a section be F and the moment M.

For the whole ship then holds:

transverse force

momént about O ILM)
moment about O

For a certain section a yaw motion of the ship , is equivalent.

to a lOcal transverse motion and the hydrodyhamic forces

on the sectiox arising from sawing are supposed to be equal to

thoe produced by a transverse motion of the section. 'to

obtain the equations of motion again a transformation from

On to Gxyz is necessary. Ultimately there appears the

fòlloing set of equations for the coupled sway-roll-yaw

motions in arbitrary regular waves:

(m+p)Si- + p+ q+ p+
w
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a nurtherof investigations have taken pláce Li] , [2].

It has been shown that the calculated coefficients are

certainly accurate enough to use in an-engineer's solution.

Only the roll damping is definitely influenced by viscous

effects ánd has to be corréctéd. A comparison of the swaying

and rolling motions computed by ('4.) and actually measured in

beam waves also showed a göod correspondence.

All this concerned motiors in an unrestricted flùid dOmain.

The two-dimensional numeriôal solution f r the hydrodynamic

problem permits, however, to take due account of all special

circumstances, such as shallow water, the proximity of à wall

or the cross section of a canal, multiple hull configurations,

etcetera. A computer programme fâr these special cases does

not yet exist, but is in preparation. So if the whole methodo-

logy pÍ'oves to be cOrrect there is no essential limitation for

the applicat.on to actüal cases in p±'actice.

An example of how it works is shown in figure 2. Let the trans



The coefficients.a, b and c for the whole ship ïn the geometrical coordinate

system Ont are found from the local values a', b' and e' by integration

along the length in the form:

(8)
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The wave exciting forces arid moments are also found by inte-

grating the local two-dimensional values:

These equations are rather complicated in form, but they

result by a logic and purelr algebraic operation from the

basic twO dimensional case. They demonstrate that the coupling

effects between the motions depend on the position of the

centre of avity, both in length.and in height.

For a certain underwater shape the length position of G is

fixed by the centre of buoyancy. But two identica-i hulls caíi

have fèry different 's and so exhibit quite a different

performance due to different coupling effects. This influence

is especially important for rolling. Hydrodynaxnic coupling

effects die to the shape of the hull and the influence of the

vertical position ofthe centre of gravity are mixed up. This

fact causes thât it is hard to judge about the results in a

special case beforehand or to extrapolate to other conditions

of loading from-available informàtion.

However, by sOlving the above equations each effect, is given

its correct value automatically.

Motion data in oblique waves are scarce. In Japan a number of

experiments Iave been performed [3] with a shipmodel of the

standard Todd Sixty Series, CB 0.70. It was run completely

free at various forward speeds in waves of different directions.

In [+] the same shipmodel has been investigated in beam waves

at zero fOrward speed.

Some computations are made as well. In [5] is reported about

calculations for sme different ships.

5.Generalization, improvement and limitations of the procedure.

In the. two-dimensionál case forward speed of the vessel cànnot

enter th picture. The three-dimensional extension discussed

in sectioñ is a mere integration of the two-dimensional

forces along the length and is likewise only valid for zero

speèd. But for realistic appliations it is absolute.y

necessary to take due account of the speed of advance. This

problem is the most important at the moment. Strip theory

helps us to pass from two to three dimensions. Now we have to

modify it or to add separate considerations to it -to incorporate

the ef.fects of forward speed. on the various coefficients in the

equations (6). At the moment an investigation of this point is

in progress.

Other circumstances which hàve to be looked at are the

following. The presetice of appendages as stern tubes, keels,

fins or skegs may arise special effects as hydrodynamic lift or

flow separation. These influences have to be includéd separate-

ly, for they cannot be dealt with in the two-dimensional

hydrodynamic approach and subsequent s-wi-p theory. The viscous

contributiOn to the damping of hull and appendages in rolling,

which is known to exist, must be made accessible to computa-

tion. Work in this field is also progress. Another point is

the influence. of the rudder. It is well known that applying

the rudder and the way in which it is done by automatic pilot

or helmsman produces yawing and rolling angles in addition to

those generated by the waves. So perhaps the three motion de-

grees of freedom will have to be completed by the rudder, thus

K
+

d =ILK' ()d +çfY'()d (g)

N f Y' ().- )d f d - f i' ()d
L

o LW °L



.forming a system of coupled roll, sway, yaw and rudder motions..

While including the forwar4 speed is a necessity several of the

comments made àbove must be considered as improvements on the

mathematical modèl or as special features of special appli-

cations.

Finally we must remain aware of te general assumptions ma4e

in sect-ion 2. Of these assumptions linearity is .,:.:n t discus-

sion for rolling. Until now it has been supposed un ,.tionally.

When the non-linearities become strong the calculations may

fail to be accurate enough. But as far as experience goes it

is to be expected that a great variety of practical appli-

cations can e handled sufficiently by the linear formulation.

An exception has to be made for very special phenomena as the

instability in longitudinal regular' waves, which, without any

moment, may lead to severe rolling. These aspects can never be

covere4 by linear theOry and must be approached entirely

separately.

6. Roll-damping devices.

6.1. General discussion.

In the course of time many special means of damping the

annoying rolling motion have been consi4ered and have been

applied to ships. They àre of the external type, that is:

working through the action of the water surrounding the ship.,

or of the internal type, so installed in or on the ship. They

can be distinguished in passive and active means, according to.

the way in which they perform. A summary of the va'ious

possibilities is presented in table 1.

Table. 1: Roil-damping devices..

Of each system many modifications exist. All of them can be

placed within this scheine, however, arid it is not very useful

to discuss details on this 0ccasion.

Some very general facts may bè stated as a direct consequence

of this classification. Well-designed active means will be more

effective than the còrresponding passive ones. However, they

require à sensing unit, a control system and a motion mechanism

and they will consequently be more complicated, more vulne-

rable, more expensive and will need more maintenance. Further

any device of the external type nay be accompanied by operar

tional objections, while internal means will create the loss

of space.

From the possibilities mentioned in table i the rroscope has

been used L0 to 50 years ago, but nowadays its application

is restricted to very speciàl objects. The moving weight

system is technically rather difficult, while its principle

does not differ from the tank systems. In one case the

transfer of weight is due to the displacement. of a solid piece

of material, in the other case to the transfer of fluid from

-

position, description .

passive
or active

. .

based oh

external

bilge keels

fixed fins

controlled fins

P.

P

A

energy los by flow sepa-.
ration

hydrodynainic lift

hydrodynamic lift

internal

gyroscope

moving weight

roll-dämping
tanks

P/A

P/A

P/A

gyroscopic moment

) gravity moment due to

J displacement of weight
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one side of the ship to thé other. When it appears Rossible tO

overcome the technical difficülties it is a very promising in

stallation, however. Since the specific weight can be much

higher than that of water and its track in the ship is fixed

the whole installation can be very compact in principle.

Actually sorne proposals have been made to realize this system

for small ships.

We will discuss controlled fins, which fbrn the majority of

the external systems and roil-dathping tanks, which is the only

practical internal system in use at the moment, a little

furthér.

Before doing so I- like to make some coens on bilge keels.

It is the oldest and simplest attempt to increase roll damping.

NOwadays one sometimes gets the impression that- thi method is

out of date and vei'y ineffective. In my opiniòO this is not

true. Wé still have little understanding of their precise

action and of their effect on the complicated and -inter-re-

lated. whole of mot-ions. Undoubtedly unfavourable experiences

are attributed to the ineffectiveliless of bilge keels where,

in fact, they origiiate from a-combination of entirely

different causes-. Only when our knowledge in this matter has

been improved much we ill be able to say where bilge keels

are important and where not and how much their effect will

be. Until then we are dependeion "general practice" and on

model .tests, but we wi-l1 be wise not to abandon them rashly.

6.2. Controlled fins.

The action of controlled fins is illustrated in fig. 3. At

each side of the midship part of the vessel a hydrofoil is

installed, wich are rotated in opposite directions. -

The lift force on the hydrofoil is expressed by:

dOE - - -

as usual. And it is e.sly seen that the fins produce

moment: -

_Lf.Bf

In figure ¡4 the fin angle of attack is see±i to be:

Bf - - - -+6
V

if we neglect the influence o other shipmòtlons

The first term in (12) is generated by the ship's rolling

itself and will also be present in passive installations. The

angle 6 is the fin tilt produced by a motion mechanism. It is

ordered by a control system. This- system may d-iffer from fim

to firm and from one application to the othé'. -

It will always include an Order that 6 .s proportional to the

roll velocity . Further it may act on roll angle , roll

ácceleration , sway velocity- y, sway -acOéleí'atioh and even

on yaw signals. Suppose, just by way of illustration, that

the fin tilt will be proportional to roll velocity and roll

acceleration .So

+ c2

Substituting the above relations i-n the fin moment it is

easily derived that:

dCL 2
sBf

Kf -- .pV .FfBf(V + C1) -

By adding this external moment to the roll equation in (6)

dCL
- 2- . qV .F

- f

dC

;j;:;! .V2.FfBf.C2 (1k)

- liLi H.VLJGTS
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the influence of the fins is accounted fOr. The equations can

be solved again and the rolling with the fins in action is

found.

The hydrodynamic lift force is proportional with the square of

the forward velocity. So this large speed dependence obviously

restricts their application to fast ships. Naturally large

variations in draught may also hamper their use, for they must

remain sufficitly submerged. But their effectiveness is

practically unsurpassed. A well-designed installation can

nearly eliminate the rolling, while reductions of the order of

90 per cent must be considered as normal.

As you see their principal features are easily understood.

The technical realisation, however, is more difficult. There-

fore some firms have specialized in this field and several

technically advanced systems are obtainable. A good paper

elaborating on fins has bein given by Conolly [6] ; interested

readers will find a lot of valuable information there.

6.3. Roll-damping tanks.

There are two différent types òf roll-damping tanks: the

U-tanks introduced byFrahm in 1911 f7,8] and the free

surface tanks introduced by Watts in 1883 [,io]

When a tanksystem is activated it is always of the U-tube

type.. The majority of the tanksystems act passively, however.

In that way their specific features also show to full

advantage. Therefore we will restrict the discussion to

passive tanks. -

The wafer motion in the U-type of tank is an oscillating

column of water. It resembles the motion of a pendulum and

can be described analogously.

The moment is reasonably accessible to caldulation and thus the

tank effect can also be computed [11] . In a free surface tank

the water motion is entirely different., The transfer of mass

from one side to the other takes plaae by a shallow water wave

phenomenon. Until now calculations [12] hove not been able to

account for the exerted moment, although trends are confirmed

fully. Therefore a systematic series of experiments was

necessary to provide for the tank moments necessary to include

in the equations of motion [13] . With these data the equations

can be solved again and the rolling with a tank in action can

be compared with the rolling of the ship alone.

For both types of tanks the investigatioris uintïl now have

been restricted to the hypothetical condition of pure rolling

in beam waves. This restriction was necessary for a number of

reasons. In the first place too little was known about the

behaviour of the ship itself in waves. The hydrodyriamic

forces associated with the rolling motion and the coupling

effects with swaying and yawing were fully unknown. The k-nòw-

ledge about the ship even formed a greater limitation to the

design and understanding of tanks than the knowledge about the

tanks. This situation is now gradually being improved and we

may expect a still better understanding and prediction of

tank applications in the future. In the second place the

action of roll damping tañks is clearly nonlinear. This makes

it difficult out- of- principle to add the exerted tank moment

to the essentially linear equations of motion for the ship.

It also causes that tank moments due to the rolling and to the

swaying of the ship cannot be superposed. These facts are

known to be true for the free surface tank. For the U-tanks

little information on these points is available.

IV Seakeeping and Manoeiring Qualities 304
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But presumably the above facts will not be much different.

It is as yet unknown to which extent a linearization of the

tank moments will influence the results of the calculations.

Only linearized the additional moments can be included in the

equations (6). For-the U-tank the same holds. Only then

the tnatheinatical formulation. for the ship and for the U-tank

can be combined to form a system of 4 equatións for 4-degrees

of freedom.

The effect of tanks on the rolling of the ships is a reduction

of about 50-75% in xegular waves and 40-60% in irregular

waves. These figures are averages. They apply to well-designed

tanks of normal dimensions in ordinary applications. Of course,

lower or higher effects are possible in special cases. In

general they cannot compete with active ffns. But they also

act at zero forward speed, are simple, cheap and invulnerable.

Which type of tank has to be preferred in a ceItain situation,

or which modification of that type, is hard tO say. Eacl has

its own. characteristics, its pros and cons. But certainly

no system is superior over all other systems in any situatioti

concerned. If an experienced designer gets the opportunity

to adjust his design, if necessary, to the case in considera-

tion any system or modification will act satisfactorily. For

comparative studies about various roll damping tanks reference

is made to [14] and [15]

7. Illustration.

In figure 5 various computations for the rolling of a

destroyer type hull in quartering waves are shown.- In the first

place the rolling has been calculated by the equations (6),

so fully coupled with swaying and yawing. Next the yaw-terms in

IR. J. I-I. VUGTS

the first and second and the. whole third equation of (6) havè

been neglected. Fihally the sway-terms were dropped as well,

after which pure rolling remained. -

It can be seen that the direct coupling effects are not so

large. At least in. this cas, for it is questionable whetheí'

tliis holds true in other cases. But anyway the pure rolling has

been computéd with the correct hydrodynamic coefficiens

p, q, r and with the correct ave exiting moment K.

That means that a pärt of the coupling influences has been

included by taking due account of the vertical position of the

centre of gravity; compare (7) and (9). If the calculation of

pure rolling is made (by lack of any better informatjon) with

a radius- of gyration of 0.38 B, with a nondimensional damping

coefficient of 0.10, with only the relative position of the

centre of gravity and the metäcentre in the metacentric height

- and with the Froude-Krylov moment as wave exciting moment

the curve 2 results. The difference with the complete compu-

tation is large. So in thi case the largest error is not made

by the restriction to pure rolling but by the value of the

hydrodynamic coefficiénts and of the wave moment. If, hOwever,

we have to determine the correct values fOr- rollingwe need the

coefficient for swaying and the values for yawing will auto-

matically result. Since the whole computational procedure has

to be performed by a -computer it requires very little extra

effort to solve the complete set of equations instead of

rolling alone. A real simplification and saving of time is

hardly possible. - - -

Another point to note is that the direct coupling effects

may show to have little influence on the amplitude, but-they

cän change the mutual phase relations between the motions
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to a greater exteñt. This can certainly be of importance for

the absolute or relative motion of specific points of the

ship and for an effective action of a control system.

Finally two othar curves have been drawù in figure 5. They

denote the ròllirg wien a roll damping tank of the free surface

type has been installed. The waterdepth has been chosen as

h/b 0.0'4 and the tank length 1 .
0.25 b. One curve belongs

to the complete calculation, the other to the rough.estimate.

The tank moments have been linearized in both cases with

respect to .theip values at
a

0.10 and were determined

from the systematic experimantal data in [13]. The tank has

been. chosen rather arbitrarily and will most probably not be

the best obtainable.

I hope that I have been able to give you an impression of the

difficulties involved in the probîm of Ietermining the ship's

béhaviour at sêa, especially with regard to rolling. But

also of the possibilities which are present at the moment.

The investigatioñ will contiue foí' a long time.- But in my

opinion we have reached the point that we may cotisider the

very cautious application to pradticàl problems. That re-

quires a good cooperation between theoretical and practical

people. A task which is worth while, for in our field all of

us ultimately work to use the knowledge we have obtained

in actual applications.
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3 Simulation of Ship Manoeuvring Qualities

by IR. J. B. VAN DEN BRUG

Summary

Simulation of ship rnanoeuvring qualities by

means of free-running models and a manoeuvring

simulator is discussed briefly.

Some aspects of the influence of the time-scale

effect in model manoeuvring are mentioned.

It is shown how a rnanoeuvring simulator can be

used in ship design.

Contents

1. Introduction

2. Simulation techniques

2.1. Simulation by means of free-running models

2.2. Simulation by means of a manoeuvring simulator

. The influence of the time-scale effect in model

manoeuvring

The use of simulation techniques in ship design

Conclusions
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Bf moment arm for lift forces on fins

Ff fin area (at one side of the ship)

I mass moment of inertia

Kf external moment produced by the fins

K wave exciting moment about Gxw
L ship's length

L lift force on a fin

N wave exciting moment about Gz
w
V forward speed

Y transverse wave exciting force
w

fin angle of attack

fin tilt

= vertical position of Gbelòw the waterline

li wave to course angle

fl transverse motion

p specific mass of water

longitudinal position of G forward of L

't' rolling motion

'P yawing motion

dC
coefficient; slope of the liftcoefficient curve vs.
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List of main snbols.

space fixed coordinate system with the origin in 0 (see

fig.2).

Gxyz space fixed coordinate system with the origin in G (see

fig.2)

a.'., b!., c!. local hydrodynamic coefficients per unit length with respect

to

a. ., b. ., c.. hydrodynamic coefficients for the ship as a whole with res-
13 1J 13

pect to

g acceleration of gravity

m ship's mass

p.., q.., r.. hydrodynamic coefficients for the ship as a whole with res-

pect to Gxyz

y sway motion
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Summary.

prom a general discussion of the ship motion problem the assumptions

are specified under which calculations can be made. The mathematical

model describing the coupled roll, sway and yaw motions in regular

waves of an arbitrary direction is subsequently derived.

To create higher roll damping the principles and the application

of controlled fins and roll-damping tanks is discussed.

Finally an example of the theoretical approach illustrates the

effect of the various phenomena involved. The effect of a roll-damping

tank of the free surface type is approximately included.



i .Introduction.

Rolling and its associated phenonieha is puzzling people already for a

long time. Its annoying effects became fully apparent when the sails with

their stabilizing influence disappeared from oceangoing ships. It is

inconvenient for passengers and crew, it injures the economy of the ship

and may even endanger its safety, it prevents a stable platform for

shooting of war-ships or for scientific instruments or observations.

i] Observations made on board Dutch ships have shown that a speed reduction

or a change of course was necessary in 2.9 percent of the cases. From

these casés one quarter was caused by rolling, partly in combination with

pitching. When only changes in course are considered rolling even accounts

for 55 per cent of the cases. This demonstrates at the least the importance

of obtaining a better understanding of the events.

O But also some other facts require to concentrate the attention on rolling.

Newly introduced vessels as containerships and roll-on-roll-off ships

demand miima:L motions for the prevention of cargo damage with as little

stowing as possible. Further fast and sharp ships sometimes seem to behave

peculiarly in quartering seas. Existing experience, as far as present,

fails to understand these phenomena. And last, but certainly not least,

the stability and safety of many smaller ships is strongly endangered by

the waves and by the imposed motions.

2.ormulation of the problem.
piLer1tc4ce

A ship at sea sails in general in the pLcirn- nf rnnfn--t of two media and

is thereby subject to the influence of both the water and the air environ-

ment. Since the density of water is roughly a thousand times as large as

that of air it is clear that the explicit influence of air may be neglected

for most problems. Perhaps it is just the rolling motion which is an

exception to this rule in some cases.

ci The water waves at the surface are very irregular and seemingly e].uy

for a description. Fortunately it has turned out to be posible to think

of any sea as a composition of a lot of regular waves, each having its

own length, height and direction. In this way statistical methods can be

used to study the irregular sea and irregular ship motions. This concept

implies linearity. That means\the contributions to a certain motion caused

by each separate wave may be superposed, just as the waves themselves.

It also means that if the input-wave is increased twice, the output-motion

is doubled as well In the"modern era" of seakeeping research a lot of

attention has been paid to this assumption of linearity and it has been

proved to be surprisingly correct, any-way for engineering purposes. Again

it is rolling, however, where departures from linearity may show to be

-
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important and where we have to be alert.

The general problem of a body moving in the surface of a liquid is still

not accessible for theoretical methods. It is necessary to make some

further assumptions about the nature of the liuid. So we suppose the fluid

to be ideal, that is homogeneous, inviscid and free of' surface tension.

Fortunately for water this idealization is not a serious limitation and it

has been proved that this approach is strikingly valuable for ship motions

in waves, just as the linearity already mentioned. As a matter of fact

these assumptions are not fully unrelated. If viscosity, for instance, would.

be of great influence then linearity would also be impaired. So, after the

statements above, it will not be surprising to make once more a possible

exception for rolling, where viscous effects are clearly perceptible in

some cases, especially in roll damping.

Q Now we have reduced the problem to the harmonic oscillations of a rigid body,

moving at forward speed in the surface of an ideal fluid. This problem

can be solved by a combination of rigid body and classical fluid dynamics.

But only in a strictly numerical sense and with the aid of' an innnense

computer, which has only recently become available. This does not offer

much possibilit for gaining experience and insight in actual problems and

their improvement. Therefore'analytical methods, if need be approximate

methods, remain of great importance.

Q At the moment we look for a real engineer's solution, which exhibits all

essential features correctly and is capable of producing quantitative

information to an acceptable degree of accuracy. To this end we make one

further step. We simplify the actual occurrence from a three-dimensional
psepcirate

to a series of two-dimensional problems for each/cross secton of the ship.

This case is theoretically solvable. Next the results for the separate

sections are combined by some form of strip theory, if necessary modified

to include special effects such as forward speed, the presence of bilge

keels, fins and the like.

You see that we had to go a long way to make the problem manageable. It is

well possible that you are afraid that w}atis left does not bear much re-

lation to reality any more and that results for practical applications

obtained according to these lines are only of academic interest. But that
- .

is not true as will be ci turther on. It is very useful, however, to

have a clear understanding of the assumpUoris made and of their possible

consequences.
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3.The two-dimensional case.

From the approach outlined above it is clear that the two-dimensional case

of the motions of infinitely long cylinders in beam waves is of primary

importance. The three possible mOtions are swaying, heaving androlling.

It is easily understood that due to the symmetry of the ship's cross

sections the vertical motion cannot influence the ateral motions. Since

at the moment we are only concerned with the latter we shall restrict

our attention to the case of coupled swaying and roLling.

Suppose an arbitrary cross-section to have a transverse translation and a

rotation about the point ; see Figure 1. The coordinate systerrf % is

geometrically fixed with the origin in the intersection of the waterline

and the section'S centre line. laws of dynamics present the

equations of motion as:

Tfl F
(i)

= M
The external force and moment depend on the fluid reactions to thè motion

of the body and ¿n the forces produced by the incoming waves. In a general

formulation they cn be stated to be:

F-a 9-b na-à -bI I I t

yy yy y y4 w
(2)

M = -a',- b' -c' - a'5 - b' -ö.mg4+K'

where a, b and c ai'e suitably chosen coefficients and the prime denotes

that they are.to be taken per unit length. and K' are the transverse

wave force and the wave moment, also per unit length.

Swaying is defined as a translation of the centre f gravity and rolling

as a rotation about it. So the ultimate equations of motion have to be

expressed in the coordinate system Gy (fure i).

This is obtained by transforming:

n y+OQ.
(3)

= MG - Ò.F

Substituting (3) into (2) and. (i) the equations of motioi become

ultimately:

(mn+a' )7 + b' § + ta1 + .a1 } +b' +b.b' } = Y'
yy yj y4 yy r y yy w

tI + a' + ()

+{ t (b
w

Under the assumptions made in section 2 all of the quantities in the

-4-
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equations (14) can be computed theoretically. To investigate the

correctness of these computations and of the formulation of the

physical occurrence in the equations (14) a number of investigations

have taken place [i], 2]. 1t has been shown that the calculated

coefficients are certainly accurate enough to use in an engineer's

solution. Only the roll damping is definitely influenced by viscOus effects

and has to be corrected. A comparison of the swaying and rolling

motions computed by (14) and actually measured in beam waves also

showed a good correspondence.

All this concerned motions in an unrestricted fluid domain. The two-

dimensional numerical solution for the hydrodynamic problem permits,

however, to take due account of all special circumstances, such as

shallow water, the proximity of a wall or the cross section of a

canal, multiple hull configurations, etcetera. A computer programme for

these special cases does not yet exist, but is in preparation.6o f
wk f4o4o1j -cve be ccrpec.l Is ho £nl jT

cbpI1coioii c.ce rcce.
.The three-dimensional case.

For a ship three additional motions appear with respect to an infinitely

long cylinder, namely surge, pitch and yaw. Again due to symmetry the

motions in arbitrarr oblique waves can be split up into two groups:

surge, heave and pitch in the plane of symmetry and sway, roll and yaw

perpendicular to it. The two groups are mutually independent as can be

shown easily and we will only consider the latter

O To proceed from the foregoing to the three-dimensioial case of ship's

hulls the hydrodynamic forces on each section separately are added. This

procedure is called strip theory. An example of how it works is shown

in figure 2. Let the transverse force on a section be F and the moment M.

For the whole ship then holds:

transverse force = iÇF()d
I

moment about = fM()d (5)

moment about jF().d J

For a certain section a yaw motion of the ship 1J) is equivalent tO a

local transverse motion , and the hydrodynamic forces on the section

arising from yawing are supposed to be equal to those produced by a

transverSe motion of the section. Tó obtain the equations of motion

again a transformation from îi to Gxyz is necessary. Ultimately there

appears the following set of equations for the coupled sway-roll-yaw

motions in arbitrary regularwaves:

o

-5-
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(rn+p)+ + p + p1 '+

The coefficients a, b and c for the whole ship in the geometrical

coordinate system are found from the local yalues at! bt nd e1

by interation along the length in the form:

=Y
V

6-

=

q,, = 4
14f__O

41 a9 #

' 4, 4
4 - Q,,

- - .4

= o

44y%
Si; "Vc,

=4-41Çt1,
e

,Jv =

4- 4I =-c4, çm

iqtpo

('') +qc + + (.i+ p) + + p+qr = K Ç6)

('+p,)' +qi + pfl + + N

With p, ci and r given by:
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6

¿8)

(T

y

= 'a)d
= ç¿il q

=
a

4 aé,)

= 4 ç
=. o

= 4 a,fi).4
40= 4 I;«). 4

.= o

- L
C$f O

=

f 44»4
= - c&j

a, [a(). 4d
4 ¿4) c4

f)'4'
fajJ.d a fa4&).

jtf44)t4
cç's'I

The wave exciting forces and moments are also fonnd by integrating the

local to-dimensionaa values:.

=

J{K'() + CY'()jd (9)

= f).-6)d = ft'()d

These equations are rather complicated in form but they result by a

logic aild purely algebraic operation from the basic two dimensional case.

They demons-trate that the coupling effects between the motions depend on

the position of the centre of gravity, both in length and ìn height.

For a certain underwater shape the length position of G is fixed by the

centre of buoyancy. But two identical hulls can have very different GK's

and so exhibit quite a different performance due to different coupling

effects. This influence i especially important for rolling. Hydrodynamic

coupling effects due tó the shape of the hull and the influence of the

vertical position of the centre of gravity are mixed up, This fact causes

that it is hard to judge about the results in a special case beforehand

or to extrapolatetoothercodjtdonsof1oadjng from available information.
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T

However, by solving the above equations each effect is given its correct

value automatically.

Motion data in oblique waves are scarce. In Japan a number of experiments

have been performed [3) with a shipmodel of the standard Todd Sixty

Series, CB = 0.70. It was run completely free at various forward speeds

in waves of different directions. In C.-] the same shipmodel has been

investigated in beam waves at zero forward speed. Some computations are

made as well. In (51 is reported about calculations for some different

ships.

-8-
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5.Generalization,, improvement and. limitations of the procedure.

In the two-dimensional case forward speed of the vessel cannot enter the

picture. The three-dimensional extension discussed in section 14 is a mere

integration of the two-dimensional forces along the length and is likewise

only valid for zero speed. But for realistic applications it is absolutely

necessary to take due account of the speed of advance. This problem is

the most important at the moment . r-- £trip theory helps us to

pass from two to three dimensions. Now we have to modify ij. or to add

separate considerations to it to incorporate the effects of forward speed

on the various coefficients in the equations (6). At the moment an

A) investigation of this point is in progress.

D Other circumstances which have to be looked at are the following.

The presence of appendages as stern tubes, keels, fins or skes may arise

special effects as hydrodynamic lift or flow separation. These influences

have to be included separately, for they cannot be dealt cdth in the

two-dimensional hydrodynamic approch and subsequent striptheory, The

viscous contribution to the damping of hull and appendages in rolling,

which is known to exist, must be made accessible to computation. Work

in this field is also in progress. Another point is the influence of the

rudder. It is well known that applying the rudder and the way in which

it is done by automatic pilot or helmsman produces yawing and rolling

angles in addition to those generated by the waves. So perhaps the three

motion degrees of freedom will have to be completed by the rudder, thus

forming a system of coupled roll, sway, yaw and rudder motions. While

including the forward speed is a necessity several of the comments made

above must be considered as improvements on the mathematical model or

as special features of special applications.

Finally we must remain aware of the general assumptions made in section 2.

Of these assumptions linearity is open to discussion for rolling. Until

now it has been supposed unconditionallyWhen the non-linearities become

strong the calculations may fail to be accurate enough. But as far as

experience goes it is to be expected that a great variety of practical

applications can be handled sufficiently by the linear formulation. An

exception has to be made for very special phenomena as the instability

in longitudinal regular waves, which3l,may lead to severe rolling. These

aspects can never be covered by linear theory and must be approached

entirely separately.



6 .Roll-damping devices.

6.1 .General discussIon.

In the course of time many special means of damping the annoying rolling

motion have been consfderend have been applied to ships. They are of

the external ty-pe, that is: working through the action of the water

surrounding the ship, or of the internal type, so installed in ol' on

the ship. They can be distinguished in passive active means,

according to the way in which they perform. A summary of the various

possibilities is presented in table 1.

Table 1: Roll-damping devices.

Of each system many modifications exist. All of them can be placed

within this scheme, however, and it is not very useful to discuss

details on this occasion.

3 $onie very general facts may be stated as a direct consequence of this

classification. Well-designed active means will be more effective

than the corresponding passive ones. However, they require a sensing

unit, a control system and a motion mechanism and they will consequently

be more complicated, more vulnerable, more expensive and will need

mre maintenance. Further any device of the external type may be

accompanied by operational objections, while internal means will

create the loss of space.

O From the possibilities mentioned in table i the gyroscope has been

used 1t0 to 50 ears ago, but has fallen out of use nowadays. The

moving weight system is technically rather dIfficult, while its

principle does not differ from the tank systems. In one case the

transfer of weight is due to the displacement of solid piece of

materi.al, in the other case to the transfer of from one side of

the ship to the other. We will discuss cpntrolled finse which the

-10-

position description
passive
or active based on

external

bilge keels

fixed fins

controlled fins

P

P

A

nèry ìo br flow separation

hydrodynamic lift

hydrodynamic lift

internal

-

gyroscope

moving weight

roll-damping
tanks

P/A

P/A

P/A

gyroscopic moment

gravity moment due to

displacement of
weight
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majority of the external systems and roll.-.damping tanks, which is the

only practical internal system in use at the moment, a little further.

O Before doing so I like to make some comments on bilge keels. It is the

oldest and simplest attempt to increase rofl damping. Nowadays one

sometimes gets the impression that this method is out of date and very

ineffective. In my opinion this is not true. We still hava little under-

standing of their precise action and of their effect on the complicated

and inter-related whole of motions. Undoubtedly unfavourable experiences

are attributed to the ineffectiveness of bilge keels where, in fact, they

originate from a combination of entirely difrent causes. Only when our

'knowledge in this matter has been improved much we will be able to say

where bilge keels are important and where not and. how much their effect

will be. Until then we are dependent on "general practice" and on model

tests, but we will be wise not to abandon them rashly.

6.2 .Controlled. fins.

The action of controlled fins is illustrated in fig3.°At each side of the

midship part of the vessel a hydrofoil is installed which are rotated in

opposite directions. The lift force on the hydrofoil is expressed by:

dC
L 2

Lf -;-- cx .pV .F1

as usual. Aiid it is easily seen that the fins produce a moment:

K1 _Lf.Bf

In fig. the fin angle of attack is seen to be:

cx = v- +

if we neglect the influence of other shipmotions.

Q The first term in (12) is generated by the ship's rolling itself and will

also be present in passive installations. The angle iS is the fin tilt

produced by a motion mechanism. It is ordered. by a control system. This

system may differ from firm to firm and from one application to the other.

It will always include an order that iS is proportional to the roll

velocity . Further it may act on roll angle , roll acceleration 4; sway

velocity ay aceelerat±on and even on yaw signals. Suppose, just by

war of illustration, that the fin tilt will be poportiona1 to roll

velocity + and roll acceleration 4. So

iS = + C (l3)

-11-
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Substituting the aboye relations in the fin moment it is easily derived

that:
dC

= - PVFfBf( + C1) - .PV2.FfBf.C2P

By adding this external moment to the roll equation in (6) the influence

of the fins is accounted for. The equations can be solved again and the

rolling with the f fn in action is found.

Q The hydrodynamic lift force is proportional with the square of the forward

velocity. So this large speed dependence obviously restricts their application

to fast ships. Naturally large variations in draught may also hamper

their use, for they must remain sufficiently submerged. But their effectiveness

is practically unsurpassed. A well-dsigned installation can nearly

eliminate the rolling, while reductions of the order of 90 per cent must

be considered as norma.]..

Q As you see their principal features are easily understood. The technical

realisation, however? is mox'e difficult, Therefore some firms have

specialized in this field a.nd. several technically advanced systems are

obtainable. A OOC per e( or4.LnS o -EIns been 9VeV
con oI1 cJ ; k4ee44 o4ers wìß fn 10t of (ubk on

6.3 .Boll-damping tanks.

There are two different types of roll-damping tanks: the U-tanks and the

free surface tanks. When a tanksystem is activated it is always of the

U-tube type. The majority of the tanksysterns act passively, however. In that

way their specific features also show to full advantage. Therefore we will

restrict the discussion to passive tanks.

j The water motion in the U-type of tank is an oscillating column of water.

It resembles the motion of a pendulum and can be described analogously.

The moment is reasonably accessible to calculation and thus the tank effect

can also be computed f4i]. In a free surface tank the vater motionis

entirely different. The transfer of mass from one side to the other takes

place by a shallow water wave phenomenon. Until now calculationsl have not

been able to account for the exerted moment, although trends are confirmed

fully. Therefore a systematic series of experiments was necessary to

provide for the tank moments necessary to include in the ecluations of

motion EiJ. With these data the equations can be solved again and the rolling

with a tank in action can be compared with the rolling of the ship

alone.

For both types of tanks the investigations until now have been restricted to

li
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the hypothetical condition of pure rolling in beam waves. This restriction

was necessary for a nu.iither of reasons. In the first place too little was

known about the behaviour of the ship itself in waves°. The hydrodynamic

forces associated with the rolling rnotioi and the coupling effects with

swayingand yawing were fully unknown. The knowledge about the ship

ever' formed a greatex limitation to the design and understanding of tanks

than the knowledge about the'tanlcs. This situation is now gradually being

improved and we may expect al better understanding and prediction of

tank applications in the future. In the second place the Qction of roll

damping tanks is clearly nonlinear, This makes it difficult out of

principle to add the exerted tank moment to the, essentially linear

equations of motior for the ship. It also causes that tank moments due

to the rolling and to the,swaying of the ship cannot be superposed.

These facts are known to be true for the £ree surface tank. For the

U-tanks little information on these points is available, Bttt presumably

the above facts will not be much different. It is as yet unknown to'

which extent a linearization of the tank moments will influence the

results of the calculations.Only linearized the additional moments can

be included in the equations (6). For the U-tank the same holds.Only then

the mathematical 'ormu1at ion fOr the ship and ror the U-tank can be

combined to form a system of 1 equations for 4 degrees of freedom.

O The effect of tanks on the rolling of the ships is a reduction of about

5O75% in regular waves and 1O_6O% in irregular waves. These figui'es are

averages. They apply to well-designed tanks of normal dimensions n

ordinary applications. Of'course, lower or higher effects are possible

in special cases. In general they cannot compete with active fins. But

they also act at zero forward speed, are simple, cheap and invuluerable.

Which type of tank has to be prefeiredin a certain s1tuation or which

modification of that type, is hard to say. Each has its own'characteristics,

its pros and cons. But certalnly no system is superior over all other

systems in any situation concerned.If an experienced designer' gets the

opportunity to ad'ust his design, if necessary, to the case in

consideration any system or modification will act satisfactorily. For

comparative studies about various roll damping tanks reference is made

to LJ and 1151

-13-
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7. Illustration.

In figure 5 various computations for the rolling of a destroyer type hull

in quartering waves are shown. In the first place the rolling has been

calculated by the equations (6), so fully coupled with swaying and

yawing. Next the yaw-terms in the first and second and the whole third

equation of (6) have been neglected. Finally the sway-terms were dropped

as well, after which pure rolling remained.

It can be seen that the direct coupling effects are not so large.

At least in this case, for it is questionable whether this holds true

in other cases. But anyway the pure rolling has been computed with the

correct hydrodynamic coefficients p, q, r and with the correct

wave exciting moment K. That means that a part of the coupling influences

has been included by taking due account of the vertical position of the

centre of gravity; compare (7) and (9). If the calculation of pure rolling

is made (by lack of any better information) with a radius of gyration

of 0.38 B, with a nondimensional damping coefficient of 0.10, with only

the relative positioif the centre of gravitr and the metacentre in the

metacentric height and with the Froude-Krylo moment as wave

exciting moment the curve 2 results. The difference with the complete

computation is large. So in this case the largest error is not made by

the restriction to pure rolling but by the value of th4iydrodynamic

coefficients and of the wave moment. If, however, we have to determine

the correct values for rolling we need the coefficients for swaying and

the values for yawing vili automatically resilt. Since the whole

computational procedure has to be performed by a computer it requires

very little extra effort to solve the complete set of equations instead

of rolling alone. A real simplification and saving of time is hardly

possible.

Another point to note is that the direct coupling effects may show

to have little influence on the amplitude, but they can change the mu±ual

phase relations between the motions to a greater extent. This can certain-

ly be of importance for the absolute or relative motion of specific

points of the ship and for an effective action of a control system.

Finally two other curves have been drawn in figure 5. They denote

the roiling when a roll damping tank of the free surface type has been

installed. The waterd.epth has been chosen as h/b = 0.014 and the tank

length 1 0.25 b. One curve belongs to the complete calculation, the

other to the rough estimate. The tank moments have been linearized in

both cases with respect to their value at +a 0.10 and were determined

-1 14_



from the systematic experimental data in [13. The tank has been chosen

rather arbitrarily and will most probably not be the best obtainable.

I hope that I have been able to give you an impression of the difficulties

involved in the problem of determining the ship's behaviour at sea,

especially with regard to rolling. But also of the possibilities which

are present at the moment. The investigation will continue for a long

time. But in my opinion we have reached the point that we may consider

the very cautions application to practical problems. That requires a good

cooperation between theoretical and practical people. A task which is

worth while, for in our field all of us ultimately work to use the

knowledge we have obtained in actual applications.
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nowadays its application is restricted to very special objects.

When it appears possible to overcome the technical difficulties it is

a very promising installation, however. Since the specific weight

can be much higher than that of water and its track in the ship is

fixed the whole installation can be very compact in principle.

Actually some proposals have been made to realize this sytem for

small ships.

introduced by Frahm in 1911 [7,8].

introduced by Watts in 1883 [9,10]
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